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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a computer simulated artificial intelligence (AI) agent moving in 2D and 3D
environments. In the presented algorithm, the agent can take two operating modes: Manual Mode and Map
or Autopilot mode. The user can control the agent fully in a manual mode by moving it in all possible
directions depending on the environment. Obstacles are sensed by the agent from a certain distance and
are avoided accordingly. Another important mode is the Map mode. In this mode the user create a custom
map where initial position and a goal position are set. The user is able also to assign sudden and
predefined obstacles. By finding the shortest path, the agent moves to the goal position avoiding any
obstacles on its path.
The paper documents a set of algorithms that can help the agent to find the shortest path to a predefined
target location in a complex 3D environment, such as cities and mountains, avoiding all predefined and
sudden obstacles. These obstacles are avoided also in manual mode and the agent moves automatically to a
safe location. The implementation is based on the Hill Climbing algorithm (descent version), where the
agent finds its path to the global minimum (target goal). The Map generation algorithm, which is used to
assign costs to every location in the map, avoids a lot of the limitations of Hill Climbing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A variety of applications of AI, robotics and virtual reality especially applications for navigating
agents in 2D and 3D environments, are based on agent motion planning algorithms. Partially
observable and non-observable environment present always a challenge to any artificially
intelligent agent due to the very high level of uncertainty. This case can be described through the
following scenario: imagine yourself in a dark room, where you can’t see anything and you need
to find your way out of the room, following the shortest path to the door and avoiding all objects
in the room. Imagine all that and add to it an extra 3rd dimension, like the case of flying agents
(plane drones) where the environment becomes more complex, obstacles are more unpredictable,
and agent’s motion becomes more difficult.
A crucial and necessary condition is that the data taken from sensors should be precise in order
for the agent to respond in a well-timed manner tackling any contingencies or sudden obstacles
during the flight. Although this work is completely simulated on a computer, we suggest that the
algorithm of Map Mode and obstacle avoidance can be used in any real environments and on any
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real agents. The algorithms presented in this paper needs to be thoroughly tested on a real airplane
drone in a real world scenario. This article describes the design, implementation and simulation of
the algorithms. Using these algorithms an agent can find its way to a target location automatically
and without human intervention in a complex, continuous and partially observable 2D and 3D
environments. In such environments, the agent encounters many static or moving obstacles on its
way like when a plane faces buildings, birds or other planes. The algorithm should avoid these
obstacles without abandoning its pre-mentioned goals. The algorithm is implemented using C#
object oriented programming language and using multiple data structures like arrays, queues and
trees. Finally, the algorithm is simulated both in 2D and 3D environments. In 3D environment the
agent is simulated as a plane in a virtual city with virtual obstacles modeled as buildings that may
suddenly appear.

2. RELATED RESEARCH
In this section we provide a brief overview of some of prior works related to path planning in AI.

2.1 MOTION PLANNING
Motion planning is a term used in robotics. Motion planning algorithms are used in many fields,
including bioinformatics, character animation, video game AI, computer-aided design and
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM), architectural design, industrial automation, robotic
surgery, and single and multiple robot navigation in both two and three dimensions. The Piano
Mover’s is a classical motion planning problem known in the literature [1].
One of the fundamental problems in robotics is a motion planning. It may be stated as finding a
path for a robot or agent, such that the robot or agent may move along this path from its starting
position to a desired goal position without colliding with any static obstacles or other robots or
agents in the environment. This problem demand solutions for other problems such as controlling
motion in real time, adequate sensing and task planning.
The problem of motion planning can be identified as: Given a start pose of the robot, a desired
goal pose, a geometric description of the robot and a geometric description of the world, the
objective is to find a path that moves the robot gradually from start to goal while never touching
any obstacle [1, 2].

2.2 PROBABILISTIC ROADMAP METHODS
The probabilistic roadmap methods (PRMs) is one of the most significant categories of motion
planning approaches studied in the literature [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
A roadmap can be defined as a union between many one dimensional curves. All start points and
goal points in Cfree are connected by a path.
In order to compute collision-free paths for robots of virtually any type moving among stationary
obstacles (static workspaces), the Probabilistic Roadmap Method/Planner (PRM) is used.
The probabilistic roadmap methods utilize randomizations comprehensively to build roadmaps in
C Spaces. With no calculations needed, heuristic functions can be used for sampling all C
obstacles and C spaces. The method of probabilistic roadmap planner involves two important
phases: a phase for construction or learning and a phase for querying. Robots with many degree
of freedom utilizes PRM planner. The construction phase consists of collision-free configuration
as nodes or vertices in a graph and of collision-free paths as edges. The roadmap is built by
repeating the following steps:
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• Select a certain arbitrary configuration of the robot, check the collision degree and repeat
this step until the arbitrary configuration is without collisions.
• Try to join the previous configuration to the roadmap using a quick local planner.
To discover a path in the query stage, the idea is to connect original and target configurations to
the roadmap and to search the roadmap for a arrangement of local paths linking these vertices.
The path is thus obtained by a Dijkstra's shortest path query [2, 3, 9]

2.3 ROBOT’S (AGENT’S) WORKSPACE (ENVIRONMENT)
In motion planning, a robot is defined as an object or as versatile, multipurpose or adaptable
mechanical device, which can move, rotate and translate. It can be polymorphic i.e. taking several
forms like rigid object or a manipulator arm, a wheeled or legged vehicle, a free-flying platform
(a plane) or a combination of these or a more complex form like or a humanoid form – equipped
with actuators and sensors under the control of the computing system [4]. Furthermore, a robot is
a reprogrammable, multi-functional manipulator designed to perform a variety of tasks through
variable programmed motions, such as moving material, parts, tools, or specialized devices [10].
Robots can travel in a countless number of environments comprising from 2D, 3D to even Ndimensional. A robotic agent can be symbolized as a point in space having translational
coordinates (x, y, z). This is an abstracted form that aims to solve the problem. Generally
speaking in 3D environments, it is a frequent theme to use six parameters: (x, y, z) for locating
the position of the robot and (α, β, γ) for its rotation at every point [2].

2.4 AI PLANNING
Planning is vital to intelligent and rational agents. By planning, robots can attain their goals
autonomously and with great degree of flexibility through continuously constructing their welldefined sequences of actions. Planning as a sub discipline in the artificial intelligence field has
been an area of research for over three decades. The difference between planning and problem
solving has been obscure and hard to define in all the history of study in this domain, [1, 2].
In artificial intelligence, the term planning takes a more discrete representation than a continuous
one. Instead of moving a piano through a continuous space, problems solved tend to have a
discrete nature like solving a Rubik’s cube puzzle or sliding a tile puzzle, or building a stack of
blocks. These categories of discrete representations can still be demonstrated using continuous
spaces but it appears more suitable to describe them as finite and predetermined set of actions
applied to a discrete set of states. Many decision-theoretic ideas have recently been incorporated
into the AI planning problem, to model uncertainties, adversarial scenarios, and optimization [1,
2, 11, 12].

2.5 COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
The paper’s implementation and simulation are executed on Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 (using
C# language). The 3D simulation is implemented on Windows XNA Game Studio 4.0, which
uses the XNA framework. Microsoft XNA Game Studio is used to build many divers interactive
applications. Games for X-Box 360, for mobile phones and for windows operating systems can be
built easily with XNA Game Studio [28].
The XNA framework helps making games faster. Typically XNA framework is written in C#,
and uses DirectX and Direct3D which is designed to virtualize 3D hardware interfaces for
windows platforms, so instead of worrying about how to get the computer to render a 3D model,
user may take more focus view on the problem and gets the 3D data onto screen. An XNA guide
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found in [29] is used to build a virtual 3D city and a flying airplane, on which the algorithm is
implemented.
Direct X is recommended in order to have the optimal performance in the 3D Simulator [30].
C sharp (C#) is an object oriented platform-independent language developed by Microsoft (.Net)
following the tradition of Java [13, 14, 31]. The C# language is intended to be a simple, modern,
general-purpose, object-oriented programming language. It present a robust typing, functional,
class-based programming, which offers the programmer myriad of rigid and easy programming
capabilities. C# helps programmers to write programs using parallel threads, called asynchronies
methods, and this enable us to fully control the dataflow needed to govern effectively the agent
both in 2D and 3D environments.

2.6 PREVIOUS PLANNING AND OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ALGORITHMS
Many planning algorithms are based on the principle of optimality or on the norm of dynamic
programming. This provides an understanding for computation needs by reducing considerable
computation efforts in such algorithms. The well-known Dijkstra’s algorithm for finding single
source shortest paths in a graph is a special form of dynamic programming. Nonholonomic
planning and kinodynamic planning are based on the idea of dynamic programming limited only
to problem with low degree freedom [1, 7].
Kinematics, which is a discipline that explains the motion of bodies or points, is studied through
difficult models in steering methods of agents in motion planning problems [15, 16].
The nonholonomic planning has been a great research field in agent motion planning. Most recent
approaches rely on the existence of steering methods that can be used in combination of
holonomic motion planning techniques [17, 18].
Kinodynamic planning is one of the major PSPACE hard problems. It is as difficult to solve as
the mover problem presented in the literature. The most effective method in kinodynamic
planning is the randomized approach. The finest two practices used in randomized kinodynamic
planning are the randomized potential field and probabilistic roadmaps. Probabilistic roadmaps
answer the problem of defining a path between an initial configuration of the agent and a target
configuration while escaping any collisions. They take random samples from the configuration
space of the robot, testing them for whether they are in the free space, and use a local planner to
attempt to connect these configurations to other nearby configurations. When initial and target
configurations are set precisely, a graph search algorithm can be applied to the resulting graph to
determine a path between the initial and target configurations. On the other hand in a randomized
potential field approach a heuristic function is defined on the configuration space that attempt to
steer the robot depending on a heuristic function toward a goal state through gradient descent if
the search becomes trapped in a local minimum different solutions are present An simple one is
the use of random walks [1, 4, 7, 19, 20].

2.7 LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM: HILL CLIMBING
The hill-climbing search algorithm is simply a local greedy search algorithm that continually
moves in the direction of increasing value—that is, uphill or decreasing value that is downhill.
The algorithm terminates in a goal when it reaches a global maximum (no neighbor has higher
values) or global minimum (no neighbors have lower values) depending on the problem solved.
The algorithm does not maintain a search tree, so its space complexity is considerably low
compared to other search algorithms [11, 12].
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Hill Climbing has many shortcomings. It is incomplete because it can get stuck on a plateau (flat
area of the state-space landscape) or on a local minima or maxima (a peak that is higher than each
of its neighboring states but lower than the global maximum or vice versa). Several improvements
were proposed in [11, 12].
The algorithm proposed in this paper is a combination solution to previous problems caused by
previous planning algorithms mentioned above. Our map generation algorithm guarantees that the
agent will always find a global minimum also solves Hill climbing shortcomings. Our approach
will be presented in the following sections.

3. MOTION PLANNING ALGORITHM
As stated previously, the algorithm has two central modes: Manual and Map mode. In manual
mode, the user can control the agent by moving it in all possible and allowed directions
depending on the environment. In this mode there is a special feature called Contingency Mode
that enables the agent to sense the obstacle from a predefined distance and evade it safely. The
Second mode is the map mode. In this mode the user assigns a starting point, target point and any
number of obstacles required. Now in order to find the shortest path to a goal position, the agent
then must apply the algorithm presented later, moving and changing directions automatically
when encountering all kinds of obstacles [21, 22, 23, 24].
The implementation of algorithm passed through three essential stages:
1. The Design of the algorithm stage was the first stage where the algorithm was designed to
meet as much as possible the following requirements: optimality, completeness, and
acceptable time and space complexities:
a. An Optimal algorithm must always find the shortest path with the lowermost cost
throughout the search process.
b. A complete algorithm always finds a solution (or a path) when it is available so it
must return the path if it exists or returns nothing when it does not find one.
c. Satisfactory time and space complexities for any algorithm are essential and
desirable, because designing an optimal and complete algorithm is unusable if it
has slow running time complexity and takes significant amount of memory.
2. The second stage was the choice of programming language for implementing the
designed algorithm. The preferred implementation language chosen for this project was
an Object Oriented Programing language that is fully supported like C#. This stage is
important for the next stage, which is the simulation, because it will use the
implementation of the algorithm and apply it on the agent.
3. The third stage was the simulation of the algorithm on a computer using 3D graphics
engine. A 3D virtual city was created modeling a 3D environment and a virtual aircraft
modeling a flying agent. The manual mode and the map mode, both with obstacle
avoidance, were implemented and simulated using the algorithms that we will discuss
later.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING
This section covers the design, implementation and simulation of the Map mode algorithm using
virtual agents in 2D and 3D environments.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Many properties characterize an environment in artificial intelligence (single vs multi-agent,
stochastic vs deterministic, discrete vs continuous…). In this case the agent is moving in a
partially observable, single-agent, stochastic and continuous environment which is considered one
of the hardest environments in AI.
•

Partially Observable Environment: the agent’s sensors have no access to all states of
the environment. In this project, the agent can't know the locations with obstacles or the
safe locations unless the obstacles are in near proximity (in sensors range).

•

Single Agent Environment: characterizes an environment with only one agent. There
are no other agents that can decrease or increase the performance measure of the agent.

•

Stochastic Environment: is when the next state of the environment is not determined by
the current state and/or the actions executed by the agent [11].

•

Dynamic Environment: is when there is a continuous change in the environment while
the agent is thinking or acting. In this project, obstacles can appear arbitrarily and
unexpectedly.

•

Continuous Environment: is where there are an unknown number of clearly defined
percepts and actions. The speed and location of the agent sweeps through a range of
continuous values and do so smoothly over time [11].

4.2 THE MAP MODE ALGORITHM’S DESIGN IN 2D ENVIRONMENT
In map mode, the agent must move automatically and autonomously from its current position to a
predefined target location on a map following the shortest path possible and avoiding predefined
or sudden obstacles on the map.
4.2.1 MAP GENERATION
The search process starts from the target location and ends when the starting location is found.
The precise cost of each location is the distance of this location to the target position.
Consequently, the cost of the Goal position is equal to 0. The designed agent in 2D mode is only
allowed to move in four directions (up, down, right and left). Each neighbor of the goal location
is then checked:
•
•
•
•

If it is not an obstacle.
If it is not an initial position or target position.
If it is inside the boundary of the environment.
If it is not visited.

If all these checks are achieved, then each neighbor’s cost will be equal to one since they are only
one step away from the goal. After that, incrementally all these neighbors are visited and all their
possible neighbors’ cost will be equal to two. The map generation follows this way by having at
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each step the cost of every neighbor is equal to the cost of the position that is currently visited
plus 1.
In Figure 1, the pseudo code of The Map Generation is presented.
Set search node to target node.
Set the TempCost to 1.
L1:
Check an unchecked adjacent node If (not the start node And inside environment boundary
And not Obstacle)
{
Mark the node as checked.
Set its weight to TempCost.
}
If all adjacent nodes are checked then
{
Increment TempCost.
Set search node to a sub node.
If all sub nodes are checked then return
}
repeat L1.
}
Figure 1. Pseudo Code of Map Generation

Figure 2 shows the map resulting from the execution of the map generation mode, where the
yellow position is used to specify the starting position and the green position is used to specify the
goal position.

Figure 2. Map Generation

4.2.2 FINDING THE SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM IN MAP MODE:
Finding the shortest path becomes simple after the map is generated. Therefore, a simple Hill
Climbing algorithm is used to find the shortest path.
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The Hill Climbing algorithm is used because:
•

It is implemented as a loop that continually moves in the direction of the “best”
neighbour with increasing value that is, uphill [1], it can also be implemented in the
opposite way i.e. in the direction of the neighbour with decreasing value that is downhill

•

It terminates when it reaches a “peak” where no neighbour has a higher value (Climbing
to the top) or where no neighbour has a lower value (descending the Hill to the bottom).

•

Hill Climbing does not maintain a search tree, so it saves a lot of memory space. Only
current state and value of its objective function are stored.

•

Hill Climbing is a greedy local search algorithm it “does not look ahead beyond the
immediate neighbours of the current state” [11].

4.2.3 APPLYING HILL CLIMBING
In this situation the search will start from the starting location until finding the target. The lowest
point with the lowest cost is the target location with a cost of 0 so the agent descends from its
current location on the hill to find the global minimum, which is the lowest point in the hill. The
algorithm should always choose the “best neighbor”, because the cost represents the distance to
the goal. Note: all obstacles have cost = 1000, Unvisited node = 800 and starting node cost = -2.
Figure 3 presents the shortest path algorithm pseudo code used to find the goal.
Set search node to starting node.
L1:
Test all neighbor node If (not the start node and inside environment boundary){
If neighbor node is target then return target is found.
else
If there is no possible route exists then return no route exist.
else
Set a search node to a sub node that contains the lowest cost.
Mark the visited search node.
Repeat L1
Figure 3. Shortest Path Algorithm

Generally speaking, Hill Climbing Algorithm is not complete and not optimal because of several
problems explained in [11, 12]. The map generation algorithm does not allow the appearance of
local minima or plateaus thus making Hill Climbing complete in this case giving a solution
whenever a route exist. Given the limitations of the movements allowed for the agent in 2D in the
current design (up, down, left and right), the algorithm always discover the best path with the
lowest cost and effort.
A path does not exist if the initial position is enclosed with obstacles. As a result the algorithm
has low space complexity of O (n) since there is no storage of paths, and there is only one loop
that is repeated till the goal is found.

4.3 THE ALGORITHM’S IMPLEMENTATION IN 2D ENVIRONMENT
The 2D Environment is considered easier to deal with since there is no height (z-axis). The
coordinates of the locations on the map are defined in terms of x-axis and y-axis coordinates. A 2
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dimensional matrix is used to represent the coordinates of each position. The 2D environment
consists of 15 x 15 positions, so the array of positions is defined as: a [15, 15].
The user, in the map based mode, sets a starting location, target location and obstacles on the
map, and the agent must move automatically from its location (starting) to the target location
avoiding obstacles (predefined and sudden) applying the shortest path algorithm.
4.3.1 MAP GENERATION IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the algorithm design, the cost of every location must be stored on the map and since we
are using an array to store these locations, then the value of each member of this array will be
equal to the cost; if the target is at x=1 and y=1 then a[1][1]=0. In order to visit every location and
all its neighbors, a FIFO queue stores the visited positions. This idea looks like the method used
in Breadth first search in trees where all nodes are visited level by level, where each level
contains nodes of equal costs in order to find the goal node, which is in this case the starting node.
Figure 4 shows the implementation of the algorithm.
Array Initializers: all elements in the array = 800
Assign the target and starting locations: a[tx,ty]=0 and a[stx,sty]=-2 then
Put the target location in FIFO queue Q
While the queue is not empty {
String xy = Q.get() //Ex: xy = 3, 9
Int x = xy.x
Int y = xy.y
Int c = a[x, y]
If (left , right , up and down neighbors =800 And neighbor inside boundary){
a[neighborX, niehborY] = c +1
Q.Put(neighbor)
}}
Figure 4. Used code for Algorithm

where, tx and ty are coordinates of goal position.
stx and sty are coordinates of a starting location. The obstacles locations have cost = 1000.
4.3.2 FINDING SHORTEST PATH IMPLEMENTATION
As stated previously, a simple Hill Climbing algorithm is used to find the shortest path and to
simulate the movement of the agent. The objective is to reach the global minimum with the cost
of 0 which is the target point. So, we need to choose the neighbor with the lowest cost. Figure 5
presents the algorithm implementation pseudo code.
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Figure.5.Algorithm implementation Pseudo code

As shown in the pseudo code in Figure 5, the best position that is chosen next is always the
position with the lowest cost. There are two methods to detect that there is no path that exists:
1) The best neighbor is not discovered yet (cost = 800) meaning that the goal or agent
location is enclosed with obstacles
2) The best neighbor has a cost of 1000 meaning the initial position is enclosed directly with
obstacles (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Example of Blocked path
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It should be noted that all the numbers used in this paper like 1000 and 800 and all other numbers
(in the array per example) will have to be augmented dynamically or altered depending the size of
environment.
A windows form comprising a Map of clickable 15 x 15 buttons is used to simulate the Map
Mode and the Manual Mode. Each button on the map represents a location from [0, 0] till [14, 14]
([Row, Column]).
The user first assigns a starting location, which will color the pressed button with yellow. Then,
he assigns a goal location which will color the next pressed button with green. After that, the
control of the agent movement, moving it up, down, left, and right is done through the W, S, A, D
keys respectively. Obstacles can be added easily on the map by clicking on any desired position
which will be then colored with black. Whenever the user wants, he can press the generate map
and the find path buttons. The first button “Generate” (see figure 7) will put a number on each
button to represents the current cost of position represented by this button. The “find path” button
will show the best or shortest path in red color. Figure 7 shows the starting location (yellow),
target location (green), sudden obstacles (black), shortest path (red). In this image the agent was
moving already toward the target and sudden obstacles (in black) were put on the map. The
algorithm continuously recalculates the shortest path and selects effectively the new path.

Figure 7. Path Finding

The 2D simulator contains different buttons, such as:
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•
•
•
•

“Auto Generate route”, which is used in direct driving mode so that whenever the agent
is moved manually to a new location the shortest path is generated automatically.
“Find Shortest path”, which generates the path.
“Move to location”, which starts moving on the marked path.
“Randomize Obstacles”, which creates a number of random obstacles on the map.

At each position the agent recalculates the shortest path in case a new obstacle(s) appear on the
map. So if the user places an obstacle on the path that the agent is moving on, the agent will
directly generate a new shortest route avoiding all the obstacles.
The auto-moving agent is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Auto Moving Agent

The shortest path is generated respecting only the allowed movements (UP, DOWN, LEFT and
RIGHT) other movements can be added (by some alterations in the algorithm) for allowing
moving diagonally or in any other direction.

4.4 THE MAP MODE ALGORITHM IN 3D ENVIRONMENT
In the 3D environment there is an extra dimension (Z-axis or height), which makes the movement
of the agent more complicated.
A flying agent in a city containing buildings of different sizes and shapes needs to find the
shortest path to a target location. It is common sense that if the agent changes its height it will
reach the goal location faster than moving on any 2D routes (roads) in a certain city. But since our
environment is partially observable and dynamic, consequently, altering the height is not always
an optimal solution (suppose the obstacle is a high mountain or a high building). The algorithm
first of all finds a shortest path on the same height like in the 2D mode. When target is not found
(no route returned because the agent or the target are surrounded with obstacles) on such height
the program will not return that no path exists. It will return instead that no route exists at the
current height of the agent and offers the user the option to choose to move the agent following
the shortest path considering that there are no obstacles on that height (see Figure 9).
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Set search node to starting node.
L1:
Test all neighbor node If (not the start node And inside environment boundary){
If neighbor node is target then return target is found.
Else
If there is blocked path then
remove all the obstacles on the map
Invoke Generate Map and find shortest path
Else
Set a search node to a sub node that contains the lowest cost.}
Mark the visited search node.
Repeat L1
Figure 9. Algorithm Development

The main question now is how the agent will avoid the obstacles?
The answer is simple: as long as the agent is sensing that an obstacle exists in front of it at a
certain distance, it goes up. Consider the situation where the obstacle is a building, when the
agent senses that an obstacle exists, it will raise its height till the agent is higher than the
maximum height of the building.
What are the modifications required to be done in the three main methods (Generate, find
and move) of the map mode?
•
•

•

No change in the generate map method.
Minor changes need to be done in Finding the shortest path method when no path exists
on the same height, since this method detects whether a path is found or not.
Moving the agent on marked path should be done as in 2D by applying the find shortest
path algorithm. When no path exists on the same height due to obstacles, the agent while
moving on the shortest path, evade them by flying over them.

4.4.1 THE 3D SIMULATOR
The simulator must have the following characteristics:

•

The simulation should be done in two environments: 2D and 3D.

•

The agent position and information should be observable by the user

•

Obstacles should be shown dynamically on the application’s main interface.

•

The 3D simulator should be able to display the agent’s position and movement according
to the algorithm. It also must provide a clear 3D representation for the obstacles and the
agent.

The 3D simulator provides two modes: Map Mode and Manual Mode:
•

In the manual mode:
o

The virtual plane in the 3D simulator should have a smooth navigation
(aerodynamically) where the application should have all the capabilities of direct
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o

o

•

or manual flying mode (fly forward, to the left, to the right, upward and
downward. Landing feature is optional.
The application should supply the user with the ability to switch from manual
mode to other modes and vice versa.
The agent must avoid collision with obstacles at a certain distance and move
away to a certain safe position.

In the map mode:
o

The map must be clear and represent the environment correctly. It should also
represent the correct coordinates of obstacles and agent’s position.

o

The user must be able to assign on the map, initial starting position, target
position and a number of obstacles on the map.

o

The agent must move automatically to target position avoiding all obstacles on
the map and according to the previously mentioned shortest path algorithm
without any lag or poor performance.

o

The application must return no route in 2D simulator if no route exist, while in
3D the application warn the user that no route exist on this height and asks the
user if he wants to change the plane’s height.

o

The user can add sudden obstacles during the automatic movement of the agent
in both environments or random obstacles can appear.

In order to test the algorithm, a virtual but faithful representation of environment, obstacles and
the plane is needed. Since the algorithm was implemented using C#, we had to use a 3D engine
which is based on this language. XNA Game Studio 4.0 in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 fits the
criteria well. A 3D virtual City was built and virtual airplane drone can now navigate in it (see
Figure 10).

Figure 10. 3D screenshot
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Figure 10 shows a complex environment where buildings (obstacles) of different sizes can be
created.
A windows form, which contains a map that work on the same concept as the 2D simulator
(buttons, colors and labels) was created in order to apply the map mode algorithm, to add
obstacles and to retrieve the agent’s location. The map form, loads first and through it, the user
can start the 3D simulator. The user can assign an initial position and a goal position and add
obstacles at will on the map. The obstacles will appear suddenly as buildings in the simulator.
During manual control the user can view the agent’s position on the map (the location will be
colored yellow). There are also two labels, which represent the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of
the plane. We added an extra label that counts the steps taken by the agent since the start of the
simulator. The random map button adds random buildings in random positions. Map mode is
started whenever the user presses its button, before that, the user should assign an initial and a
target position. Consequently the flying agent start moving according to the red route viewed on
the map showing step by step the current position of the plane.
4.4.2 MAP GENERATION OPTIMIZATION
Since we have experimented that the map generation algorithm has the highest running time and
highest space complexity, we tried to apply some improvements.
We measured empirically the running time using a diagnostic tool provided by visual studio
called Stop Watch (actually it is a famous method for empirical analysis of algorithms that is
based on the same concepts in different languages). Stop Watch returns the running time in
milliseconds of any procedure [25, 26, 27].
Based the results gathered using this analysis method we made the following enhancements:
•

Resetting the queue after every move.

•

Stop searching when the starting point was found instead of discovering every point on
the map.

The second solution was very effective and had a great impact on the efficiency and execution
time of the algorithm according to the distance between the agent’s location and target point,
where the improvement was bigger when the distance is closer, and it starts to decrease as the
distance increases. The improvement in time was between 0 and 95% according to the distance.
Many tests were also performed to measure the performance and stability of the algorithm and the
simulator, especially on threads. Each thread must be tested to assure that no thread interfere with
the other, and that threads are ended when their job finishes or when the program closes.
Additional tests were done on the manual control of the agent, turning and moving were tested in
order to represent the most precise and realistic navigation that looks like that of a real plane
drone.

5. REAL WORLD SCENARIO
This project’s purpose is to be implemented on a real flying agent in a real environment.
Therefore, the agent needs to be equipped with powerful and accurate sensors for a successful
implementation of the algorithms presented in this paper. Accurate sensors that detect the
distance from obstacles or even detect the sizes of obstacles can be helpful for effective
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implementation. Other hardware tools are also needed for an agent in flight, such as speedometers
or accelerometers, gyroscope and any useful hardware.
Instantaneously speed of the agent must be measured. Configurations of the environment with all
sudden obstacles must be continuously generated. Exact position of obstacles is critical for any
success navigation in a 3D environment.

6. CONCLUSION
The paper presented a description as much as possible of a complete and logical solution for
automatic agent navigation in a dynamic two and three-dimensional environment, where the
definitions of the obstacles and restricted areas along with the agent’s position are altered after
each search.
The problem of path planning in intelligent autonomous vehicles is still an active research topic
studied by the research community for many decades. Path planning must be an integral part in
the deliberation mechanisms of any intelligent autonomous vehicle [22].
In manual mode, the aim was to simulate automatic obstacle avoidance during the movement of
the agent.
We used Microsoft XNA and Visual Studio, to simulate a 3D environment that resembles a real
city which can be effortlessly manipulated. We chose a virtual airplane to represent the agent in
this 3D environment. The movement of the plane was smooth and mimics every possible
direction that a real plane can perform. The plane was able to sense all obstacles from a certain
predefined distance and avoid them by moving to another safe location.
The main emphasis of the project is the map mode; the agent is required to move on a predefined
map from one position to another evading all types of obstacles on the shortest path inside the
boundary of the environment. The solution comprised three main algorithms: map generation,
finding the shortest path and agent’s navigation algorithm. First, Map Generation changes the
partially observable environment to a fully observable one at certain time ‘T’ (since the
environment is still dynamic). This is done by assigning costs to every position on the map. The
implementation of this algorithm was founded on the iterative implementation of breadth first
search with some alterations. Second, finding the shortest path was implemented by a local
greedy search algorithm, which finds the lowest cost path to the target. The implementation of
this algorithm was based on the Hill Climbing algorithm (descent version), i.e. in this case the
agent is on the top of the hill and needs to find the shortest path to the bottom (Global minimum).
The Map generation part avoids a lot of limitations of Hill Climbing. Third, moving the agent was
a simple algorithm which consists of moving and directing the agent according to the shortest
path previously generated, and must be generated with every step that the agent makes in such
continuous and dynamic environment.

7. FUTURE WORK SUGGESTIONS
The subsequent ideas are some of future work suggestions that need to done on the project:
•

Additional optimization can be accomplished in the map generation algorithm. This part
of the algorithm has the highest complexity in the project, and it must be executed at
every location in order to check if the path is still the optimal one or not. Furthermore,
enhancing the sensing capabilities of obstacles is crucial. Through realistic and exact
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•

sensor’s data in a real world environment, the agent can construct a knowledge base
storing the properties of the obstacles (sizes, shapes, motions). This gives the agent the
means to act accordingly.
We still have to say that it is important for us to try in the future the Map Mode algorithm
on a real plane. The main objective of any upcoming project will be the building of a
small plane with the capability to sense obstacles through different sensors like sonars per
example.

•

It would be interesting to see the controlling of the plane by a smartphone or a computer
via wireless radio connection or via the internet. The plane should be able to control itself
autonomously in case it runs into obstacles, and should able to move on the map
spontaneously (according to the algorithm presented in this paper). Other information
might be indispensible to be taken into attention like the position, altitude, distance and
signal strength of the plane and many others important flight parameters.

•

Additional and extensive experimental and mathematical analysis on the algorithms
discussed in this paper will be expanded in subsequent work.
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